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A devastating fire, a rash of farm accidents, a poisoned apple and a woman's mysterious

disappearance-what's happening at the Bindart Orchard? People keep secrets but ravens and

rabbits bring messages-if you can decipher them. When Cricket Bindart asks Bethany for

assistance, the Witches' Night Out coven is drawn into a dark harvest of danger. Do you dare to join

them?  In this excerpt from Witches' Key to Terror, the harvest moon has risen, and magick is afoot.

. .  Sixteen-year-old Cricket Bindart knew she was in deep trouble. The dead bunny dangling from

the mailbox was a good indication, and the note attached to the limp animal only served as

conclusive evidence. "You're fast, but I'm faster. . . "  A noise in the orchard made her heart kick into

double-time. A tendril of autumn-spiced wind fluffed her long copper hair, splaying the ends across

the lifeless form of the bunny. The skin on the back of Cricket's neck itched and she imagined that

somewhere in those darkened woods someone was watching her. In defiance, she pulled the rabbit

free of the mailbox and threw it into the woods.  There was a crash in the bushes. Cricket's eyes

widened. From the exact place she had thrown the dead rabbit, a live one appeared, bursting from

the thicket and tearing across the cornfield, full force toward the face of the moon.
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I found this book quite entertaining. Readable, quick-moving, and fun. This book toned down the

gratutitous death of the prior two -- enough to make it a murder mystery, not enough to kill people



unnecessarily (as in NIGHT OF FEAR, near the end). It was also more believable than the ending of

#1 and had a far better resolution to the actions and fates of the minor characters who WEREN'T

the murderer. I look forward to reading the upcoming fourth book in the series.As I've said before,

this is a thriller series first, and a portrayal of life as a Wiccan teenager second. If you want realism,

check out Isobel Bird's CIRCLE OF THREE. But as a murder-mystery, this is a fun one.

My fiance has dyslexia and she chose this book to help her read more, as long as she doesn't give

up on reading is the main thing, unfortunately she found that this was book 3 of 3, no where I saw

did it say this was the 3rd book in the series, but she enjoyed what she read so I ordered the first

book.

Meant for teens but this old lady read it and enjoyed it. And the day to day pagan aspects are

blended in the story well and very realistic. But then Silver is a bit of an expert on her path of

paganism. And she always writes with integrity, clarity, simplicity and honesty.

When Bethany Salem and her two beast friends, Nam and Tillie, start to work on a farm they have

no idea the kind of mystery they'll find. The people on the farm are odd. An overprotective father, a

pair of home-schooled twins, an ex-marine that walks around with a shot-gun, a girl around their age

that will do anything to make them miserable becasue their witches... But these people are nothing

compared to the dangerous things that start to happen. A poisioned apple, a string of accidents,

magickal charms ment to bring negative energy and much more. Even after the WNO crew has

been fired they find themselves drawn to the farm and the mystery underneath. But are they getting

involved in something too deadly?I haven't read a Witches Night Out book in a while but I was

happy to read this one. Once again Bethany, Nam, Tillie, and Sidney get themselves involved with a

mystery that is both intrigueing and dangerous. The only complaint I have is the book was rather

predictable in some moments, but not in others. If you're a fan of such teen series as the Daughters

of the Moon, or the Circle of Three series, I recomend this series to you.

Alot of people dont like Mama Silver in any way. I do. I also appreciate these books for teens.

Bethany, Tillie, Nam, and Sidney get caught up in the hauntings of an Orchard outside of town. Little

do they know there is a practicing murderer stalking them and threatening their life.

I liked the books because it potrays Wicca as a religion. Other fantasy books do that too, but they



deal with more magical thing like witch fire, etc. Witches Night Out series do have some

supernatural tendecies. But Silver Ravenwolf is being very cool about it. If you like this but want to

read a book series with magical powers check out Cate Tiernan's Sweep. I hope Silver Ravenwolf

writes another one because I am caught up in the lives of the characters.
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